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The Chequered F1ag

A Formula One blog by Stephen English
www.stephenenglish.ie

MotoGP moves on in more 
ways than one
With eight races remaining in the Formula 1 season the 
Belgian Grand Prix the atmosphere in the Valencia paddock 
was muted with teams, riders, manufacturers and suppliers 
all remembering Marco Simoncelli in their own ways.

While riders sported number 58 stickers on their helmets, 
teams had Simoncelli tributes on their trucks and garage walls 
while suppliers all had various tributes including Simoncelli’s 
helmet supplier who had a full page ad in the programme 
as tribute to the italian who died racing in Malaysia just two 
weeks ago.

the paddock came together on Sunday when every 
rider from the three classes performed a parade lap behind 
Simoncelli’s friend, and former 500cc world champion, Kevin 
Schwantz who rode Marco’s Gresini honda. 

the solidarity amongst the paddock regulars was clear to 
see for all and it was clear just how difficult this weekend 
was for many but it was also an important opportunity for 
everyone to show their appreciation for a rider who clearly 
left an inedible mark on the paddock. the tribute to him 
was a very fitting tribute to a man who above all else loved 
to race.
End of an era in MotoGP
the unloved 800cc era of MotoGP came to an end on Sun-
day with Casey Stoner capping off five years of dominance 
with his 33rd premier class victory.

After the 2006 season the manufacturers all agreed to cut 
the capacity of the MotoGP class to 800cc from 990cc. the 
larger capacity machines were deemed to be too dangerous 
for riders with ever increasing top speeds and after the death 
of Daijiro Katoh in 2003 honda pressed hard for limitations 
to be placed in the premier class and for speeds to be 
curbed. hRC got their wish in 2005 when it was announced 
that MotoGP would be fought with 800cc machinery from 
2007 onwards. 

the decision was met with mixed response from fans 
and experts alike. the 990cc era saw the most spectacular 
motorcylces that Grand Prix racing had ever seen but there 
was little reason at the time to think that the 800cc bikes 
would provide any less of a spectacle.

Ultimately the class was an utter disappointment and 
brought MotoGP to its knees with dwindling grids and falling 
interest from fans while its four wheeled rival, Formula 1, has 
gone from strength to strength.

the contrast between the two world championships has 
been stark. While in the final year of the 990cc era fans of 
MotoGP jeered that F1 races were processional and boring 
with minimal overtaking the last five years have seen a sea 
change with Formula 1 now in the midst of its most exciting 
season of on-track racing and thrilling championship deciders 
in recent years MotoGP has regressed.

While the initial four-stroke bikes rewarded bravery and 
aggressive riding the 800cc bikes rewarded perfection and 
consistency. Over the last five years riders that have been 
able to hit the same piece of tarmac lap after lap have been 
rewarded with victories and podiums whereas the rest of the 
field has been left to fight for scraps from the leading table.

With this requirement for consistency the penalty has 
been the difficulty for riders to overtake. Whereas in the past 
the sheer power and torque of the 990s made it possible 
for riders to take numerous lines into and out of corners 
the knife-edge 800s made it all but impossible for a rider to 
overtake because the racing line on racetracks became so 
narrow. Gone was a variety of lines and in its place was a 
single fast racing line.

With this quest for perfection the factories focused on 
a limited number of riders and the grid sizes dwindled 
with satellite teams forced to pay huge sums of money for 
machinery that gave them little to no chance of claiming 
even a podium. For this reason we have seen races with as 
little as 15 riders.

the difficulty of the 800cc bikes can be best illustrated by 
Valentino Rossi. the italian superstar took just one podium 
in his first season with Ducati and while the lack of testing 
clearly made it an exceptionally difficult for him to perform 
the same turnaround for Ducati as he did for Yamaha in 
2004 it is also clear that the rider could not make up for 
the frailties of his machinery such is the requirement for 
perfection on this type of bike.
Stoner bookended era with two titles

the undoubted star of the 800cc era was Stoner. the 
Australian took the first and last championships of the five 
year period as well as 33 victories while riding for Ducati 
and honda. While the Yamaha was definitely the best bike 
over the course of the era, claiming three titles, it is clear 
that Stoner’s performances have consistently been the most 
impressive of any rider. With Rossi having endured a miserable 
season racing for Ducati it does little but emphasise just how 
impressive Stoner’s performances were aboard the Bologna 
motorcycle.

this year’s honda was the ultimate 800cc bike but the 
performance of 2010 world champion, Jorge Lorenzo, was 
incredible. the Yamaha was clearly out gunned by the honda 
but Lorenzo still managed to take three of his 17 premier 
class victories in the face of the dominant Repsol honda and 
finish second in the standings even though he missed three 
races due to injury.

the hope is that the move to 1000cc machinery will open 
up the battle at the front of the field but it seems that the 
dye is cast and the hopes for a larger grid will rest on the 
shoulders of the so called Claiming Rule teams. Noone 
knows how the CRt bikes will perform next year but at the 
very least the decision to end the 800cc era and bring in 
the CRt bikes shows that Dorna has realised that having 
processional races with a tiny field are crippling the sport. A 
change was needed but we will have to wait until April to 
see if it was a change for the better.

RUGBY Dundalk Rugby Club

Captain gives his report

Great Day for Under-7s in 
Ratoath
Dundalk Under-7s competed in their third blitz of 
the year when they travelled to Ratoath on a beau-
tiful Sunday morning. 
A strong squad of 14 players travelled which in turn 
comprised of two teams. Athboy, Boyne and Ratoath 
were the other teams present and in total each 
Dundalk team played four games each.
Team A opened proceedings with a hard fought 
victory against Athboy. They then followed this 
with two very entertaining draws with both Boyne 
teams. They ended their day very impressively with 
a brilliant victory against Ratoath.
DUNDALK UNDER-7 TEAM A: DD Reilly, Adam McCoy, 
Luke O Connell, Liam O Hanlon, Oisin Nash, Max 
Valentine and Ewan Kelly.
Team B were beaten by the narrowest of margins in 
their first game against Boyne. But they roared back 
with a series of super performances to notch up 
three victories in their remaining games.
DUNDALK UNDER-7 TEAM B: Jake Kenny, Oisin Mc-
Bride, Rory Wallace, Shane Smyth, William Conyn-
gham, Tom O Brien and David Coyle.
Congratulations to all players who were involved 
and training continues on Saturday at the Rugby 
club at 10.30 sharp.

Thirds game off
Dundalk Thirds’ scheduled match against Balbriggan 
at home last Saturday was called off.
On Friday night the Thirds are back in action, away 
to old rivals Navan. The game will kick off at 8pm.

Firsts welcome Garda
The Firsts host the Guards at home on Saturday at 
2.30pm while the Seconds kick off at 1.30pm.

Rugby information
For more information about rugby in Dundalk, check 
out @DundalkRFC on Twitter; www.DundalkRFC.ie; 
Facebook: Dundalk and tune in to Dundalk FM on 
Wednesdays at 5.30pm

A lot has changed at Dundalk RFC since we won the 
Town’s Cup last season.

At the start of June I was given the honour of 
becoming Dundalk captain and we set our minds on the 
goal of winning the Leinster League for the first time 
since 1995. 

I knew it wasn’t going to be easy as we were going 
to be missing last season’s captain, full-back Stephen 
McGee, who has gone travelling. We knew we would 
also miss our New Zealand out half John Dodd, who has 
gone to play for a professional team in Russia.

Dundalk 14-32 Enniscorthy
On September 17 a new dawn began with the first 

Leinster League match at home on the Mill Road against 
Enniscorty.

The visitors arrived knowing that 
it would be a huge statement to the 
rest of the league if they could beat the Towns Cup 
holders on their own patch and that’s what Enniscorthy 
did with a 32-14 win .

Of the starting 15 for this game, only eight played in the final 
back in April. With Enniscorty putting us under pressure, 
mistakes were made and they capitalised off them.

They were more aggressive at 
ruck time and didn’t let us get some 
phases together to test their defence 
as much as we would have liked. 
This was not the start I was looking for at home in our 
first league match. 

Coolmine 19-10 Dundalk
After looking over the video and putting in a week of 

hard work on solving were we went wrong, we were on 
the road next to face Coolmine, a Dublin team located 
just off the M50. 

Coolmine had a strong forward pack and some strong 
running backs but we gave them as good as we got. 
We left some points behind with us by missing a few 
penalties in a close match which Coolmine won 19-10. 

It was a much better performance from 
all involved, despite the result, but it  was 
annoying to let a game we should have 
won slip through our grasp.

Dundalk 16-9 Tullamore
Our next match was a rematch of the Towns Cup final 

against Tullamore. 
This was the time to turn around our poor league 

form and that’s what we did with a 16-9 victory. It 
was important to get a win under ours belt before our 
following weekend break to mend the bruised bodies.

Monkstown 9-20 Dundalk
Next up was Monkstown in Dublin. 

They had just won against Skerries by 
dominating their forward pack for 
80 minutes so we knew it wasn’t 
going to be easy. 

The plan was to attack, attack, attack and not let 
them into the game. It was Monkstown who started 
aggressively from the kick off but we responded quickly 

with Kenny Dorian leading the charge and we ran out 
20-9 winners.

Dundalk 23-3 Ballina
We had a break from the league 

with an All Ireland Junior Cup match 
against Ballina who we last played 35 years ago. 

The Junior Cup is made up of the top four finishers 
in their respected provincial leagues that are drawn in a 
cup format so we were lucky to have home advantage 
in the first round. 

Coming into this match we didn’t know much about 
Ballina other than their  numbers nine and 10 were their 
main play makers. We targeted them and it paid off with 
another 23-3 victory. 

What was more pleasing about the result was that 
this was the third consecutive match our opposition 
hadn’t crossed the line. 

Dundalk 12-33 Skerries
After our great wins against Tullamore, 

Monkstown and Ballina we faced 
Skerries at the Mill Road. 

We were missing four of our normal starting backs 
against a very strong Skerries back line who are difficult 
to play against, even with a full strength team. 

With two of our backs pulling out on the Friday 
night before the match it meant we had to call in 
two players from our 2nds team into a back line they 
hadn’t played with this season. 

Skerries didn’t give us much time to settle into the 
match with their kicker maintaining a 100% record with 
the boot which is hard to see even at the top level in 
rugby. They finally won 33-12.

Progress
We have taken one more step in the All Ireland Junior 

Cup than we did last year by getting into the quarter 
final where we meet Coleraine and we intend to go a lot 
further in this competition.

Meanwhile we are 6th in the Leinster League 
with only two wins from five games played. We have 
Garda at the Mill Road this Saturday, November 12 
at 2.30pm so come and support 
your town’s rugby club, it would 
be much appreciated in a must win game for us.

By Paul Meegan
Dundalk RFC 
captain Paul 
Meegan.

FANTASY
FOOTBALL
MANAGER
THISWEEK’S RESULTS

Log onto http://fantasypremierleague.com and enter the code 26750-420396

As we head into the international break Emmet Rogan and his
team Rogie United have taken a commanding lead at the top of
the table. This week Emmet scored 74 points. He had a very
strong back line and also had Van Persie as captain who netted
him 24 points. Trevor White is in second place with 62 points this
week but the leading scorer in the top ten was third placed James
Sweeney with an amazing 94 points. Its getting closer at the top
with only 60 points between first and tenth. The Premier League
takes a break this week as we all shout CMON IRELAND!!

1 emmet rogan 74 481
2 trevor white 62 447
3 James Sweeney 94 446
4 Eamonn Kelly 55 433
5 Ian Dollard 80 433
6 Tony Malone 63 428
7 Brendan O Callaghan 78 427
7 Barry Cumiskey 60 427
9 Colin Byrne 69 427
10 Derek Ballantine 82 421


